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Abstract. Based on Alder’s (1984) result on the equivalence of algebraic and topological border 
rank of tensors over algebraically closed ground fields, we give an upper bound for the order of 
approximation in approximative triadic decompositions. We also treat the analogous question 
for real closed fields. In particular we carry over Alder’s result to the case of real closed fields. 
1. Introduction 
Let k be a field. The rank R(t) of a tensor t E k”@ km@ k’ is defined as the 
minimum number r E N such that t has a decomposition into triads 
t= i upovpowp 
p=l 
where up E k”, up E k”, wp E k! 
the canonical bases) 
t ijk = f, Upi l vpj ’ wpk 
p=l 
Equivalently we have in coordinates (with respect o 
(isn,j<m, kd). 
This notion is intimately related to the computational complexity of bilinear forms, 
and has been introduced by Strassen [19] (for motivation and background see also 
Borodin-Munro [4]; as a general reference on bilinear computational complexity, 
also for readers outside the field of algebraic omplexity theory, we recommend De 
Groote’s book [8] as an excellent introduction). The most prominent bilinear 
problem in fact is matrix multiplication, for which, by the work by Bini 1.23, 
Capovani-Lotti-Romani 131, Schiinhage [171, Pan [ 131, Romani [ 151, Copper- 
-Winograd [S], Strassen [2@] and Coppersmith-Winograd [6], improved upper 
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bounds on the exponent of matrix multiplication were found using a concept of 
“approximative algorithms”. Following Schiinhage’s [ 171 terminology (cf. [ 8, C 
ter II 61) we define the approximative ratik of order h, Rh( t), of some t as the 
minimum number r E N such that an identity 
with polynomials Upi, Vpj, Wpk, @jk E k[ e] is possible. Clearly, R(t) = R,(t) 3 R,(t) 3 
l l l (multiply by E in (*)), and the minimum is called the algebraic border ank of 
t, l?(t). (For the significance of this notion and its relation to matrix multiplication 
see [8].) 
In this paper we investigate the question of how large h must be chosen such 
that Rh( t) = IJ( t). Assuming the ground field to be algebraically closed or real 
closed, we shall give an upper bound function for the maximally necessary h in 
terms of r and the format (n, m, I), independent of the specific tensor t. This is 
motivated by the problem of effectively computing border rank. (It is immediate 
that for fixed h, the degrees of upi, vpi, wpk in (*) can be assumed to be bounded 
by h, and then (*) may be equated in a system of polynomial equations.) 
The proof of the upper bound employs the topological approach by Alder [l]. 
If k” @ k” 0 k’ carries a topology, one can define the topological border ank B(t) 
of t as the minimum r E N such that t is contained in the closure of {t: R(t) s r}. 
In the sequel we consider algebraically closed and real closed ground fields k. In 
the algebraically closed case, k” ($3 km 0 k’ = k’*‘, as an affine space in the sense of 
algebraic geometry, carries in a natural way the Zariski topology, and in the real 
closed case, it carries the topology coming from the absolute value on k. 
As shown by Alder [ 11, & = & for algebraically closed k (see also [20, Theorem 
5.8)). Based on his approach we give a quantitative analysis in the subsequent 
theorem, also for the case of real closed fie” -3. 
Theorem. For t E k” 0 km 0 k’ the following statements are equivalent: 
(3 P(t) s r, 
(ii) lj( t) S r, 
(iii) Rh( t) < r 
where 
j (n+m+l-3)l 
h= (n-l)!(m-l)!(l-l)! t ) 
‘G3(n+m+,-9r 
if k is algebraically closed, and 
h = 3((n + m + 1_2)r+ 10)‘(“+“‘+‘-2’r-‘-1 
if k is real closed. 
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Aa immediate consequence is Alder’s result for real closed fields. 
Corollary. For real closedfields, algebraic and topologic border rank coincide: R = 8. 
2. Preliminaries 
0ur proof of the Theorem will require some results from classical algebraic 
geometry, as can be found in [9,18]. In. order to make the paper understandable 
for readers with less prior knowledge of algebraic geometry, in this section we collect 
some facts and definitions to be used later. Also proofs are worked out fairly 
explicitly. 
iet k be algebraically closed. By an affine variety we mean an irreducible algebraic 
set in some k”. Hence we deal with embedded varieties. Similarly, projective varieties 
are supposed to be irreducible and embedded in some Pg. We then denote by 
l A( V) the afine coordinate ring of an affine variety V c_ k” (polynomial functions 
on V), 
l I(V) its ideal in k[X,, . . . t X,,] = A( k”) (functions zero on VI, 
l S( V) the homogeneous coordinate ring of a projective variety VC, IPi, 
’ 0 I+( V) its homogeneous ideal in k[Xo, . . . , XJ = S(Pz), 
. Q*” the local ring of a point x on V (affine or projective), 
l K(V) the function field of V, 
l Z( V) the singular locus of K 
We recall the notion of the degree of a projective variety V c_ Pi which is defined 
as (dim V) ! times the leading coefficient of the Hilbert polynomial of the 
homogeneous coordinate ring of V (see [9, p. 521). For intersections with hypersur- 
faces H c P{, V $ H, Bezout’s theorem states 
zi(V,H; W)edet W=degV=degH 
where the sum ranges over all irreducible components W of V n H, and i( V, H; W) 
denotes the intersection multiplicity of V and H along W (see [9, p. 531 for a 
proof). If VC k” is an affine variety, its degree is defined as the degree of its 
projective closure in IP i. In order to get degree bounds we shall apply in most cases 
the affine Bezout inequality: 
c deg W 6 deg U- deg V, 
W component 
of UC-IV 
valid for arbitrary affine varieties U, Vc k”. This can be deduced from the projective 
version (cf. [16]). For a direct proof we refer to Heintz [lo]. 
In the real closed case of our theorem, we are concerned with reality questions. 
For that purpose we list some definitions and results on real algebraic geometry (cf. 
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[7,11]). As we shall see, the statement ofthe theorem can be expressesi by a first-order 
formula in the theory of real closed fields, so by the transfer principle (see [ 14, pa 
sl]), we may restrict considerations to the field Iw of real numbers. 
In afine n-spaces Iw” over R we shall use the topology induced by the euclidian 
distance and in projective n-spaces IPk over R, the quotient opology from R”“\(s). 
Note that this topology induces the topology on aB” (via the usual embedding in Pk). 
Let V be an affine variety in the complex n-space @“. V is called real defined if 
I( V) is generated by polynomials in Iw[X, . . . , X,,]. Set V, := V n DB”. V is called 
real if it is real defined and has a smooth point lying in VR. A projective variety 
V 5 II”% is called real if its affine cone is real. A prime ideal @ C_ W[X, , . . . , XJ is 
called real if its zero set in @” is a real variety. Real ideal I( V,), real coordinate 
ring A( V,), real function field K( V,) and real local ring OqvR (x E V,) are defined 
in the obvious way: I( VR) := I! V) n RIXl,. . . , X,,], A( VR) := R[X, , . . . , XJ I( VR), 
K( V’) := quotient field of A( V,) and OxsvR :=61%” n K ( V,). Analogously for a real 
projective variety V, 1+( V,), S( V,) etc. Reality of V means that the real part V’ is 
representative for V, i.e. the Zariski closure of V, in UY’ is V Thus we also call an 
irreducible algebraic set W in R!” a real variety, and denote its Zariski closure in 
6)” by W’. Its degree is defined as deg W:= deg Wc. -Wc is real as defined above. 
By the Dubois-Risler Nullstellensatz (cf. 173) a prime ideal )p G RIXl , . - . , Xn] is 
real iff the quotient field of A = R[X, , . . . , XJ/p is a real field, i.e. -1 is not a sum 
of squares. In this case the real zeros of ‘@ are in one-to-one correspondence with 
maximal ideals ‘3J of A for which A,-‘%@ is isomorphic to R. 
Let V c k”, W c k” be affine varieties. A morphism cp : V+ W is a mapping given 
by polynomials f 1, . . . , fm E A( k”). A morphism of projective varieties Q : V+ W, 
VEP$, WC, ff p is a mapping locally given by homogeneous polynomials 
f o,. . . , fm E S(lF$) all having the same degree (cf. [ 181). A morphism cp is called 
dominant if cp( V) is Zariski dense in W If k = @ and V and W are real varieties, 
9 is called a morphism of real varieties if the above polynomials can be chosen in 
A(@“), respectively in S(Pi). 
To prove the Theorem we shall consider the problem in the following slightly 
more general setting. Given affine varieties V c k”, W G km, a morphism p : V + W 
given by polynomials fi , . . ., fm and a point f t = (tl , . . . , t,,) E W such that t is 
contained in the Zariski closure cp( V), respectively in the classical closure if k = R, 
then one can construct a curve Cc V whose degree is bounded in terms of the 
degree of V and the degrees of the f’s such that t E p(C) (Sections 3,4). Finally, 
a “local uniformization” wili give us formal Laurent series J+, , . . . , pn E k(( E)) with 
pole order bounded by the degree of C such that A( pI, . . . , pn j c k[[LJ], 
f!pt,--,pn)(E=o)=ti (i=l,...,m) and p1 
for all f E I(C) we have f(p,, . . . 
, . . . , pn satisfy the relations of C, i.e. 
, pn) = 0 (Section 5). From this the statement of 
the Theorem follows easily (Section 6). In the algebraically closed case the curve 
C can be constructed by hyperplane sections (Section 3). This does not work in 
the real case. Here we use a minimization technique (Section 4). In both cases 
Bezout’s theorem will yield the desired estimates on the degree of the curve. 
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3. Curve selection if k is algebraically closed 
Proposition I. Let VG k”, W c k” be a@ne tjarieties, cp : V-, W dominant, t E 
W\Q( V). 7%en there is a curve C C_ Vsuch that t E Q(C) and deg C =z deg graph (plc s 
deg graph q. 
Proof. We have the situation 
k”xk” 
y u y 
kn graptQ km U / U v--L1w 
where %I) w2 81”s the canonical projections. First we show 
3subvariety V, s V, & dominating some 
dim W r 1 3 W, s W of dimension dim W - 1 so that 
v,“deggraphq and terp(V,). 
By Chevaley’s theorem the image of 9 is a constructible subset of W (i.e. in the 
Boolean a!gebra generated by the Zariski open subsets of W) and contains an open 
dense part of W. Let U G W be nonvoid, open, ai%ne with U E im up, U = W\ WO 
for some WO c W. Choose a hyperplane H E km through t E Was W intersecting 
W, and thus W properly. Then im p n H # 4). Choose an irreducible component 
W, of Wn )?I through t, and a component V, of cp-‘( WI) with cp( VI) = W,. Then 
graph &, is a component of the intersection graph 9 A pii H, thus deg graph ~1~ s
deg graph (9, by Bezout’s inequality. 
So it remains to show 
asubvariety VI S. V so that (plv, 
dim W = 1, dim V > 1 3 dominates W and deg graph &, 
s deg graph 9. 
To see this, we choose x E W such that each component of Iv-‘(x) has dimension 
dim V- 1 (al), and a hyperplane H c: k”, such that the intersection of H with 
q-*(x) is proper and nonvoid. Thus H intersects Aso V propferly. Let H it V = VI u 
. . . u V, be the decomposition into irreducible components. Then (~1 T dominates 
W for some j. For otherwise we had finitely many points cp( 4) = {Xi} with Xi0 = x 
for some j,. But then q -*I ~1 contains VjO of dimension dim V - 1, and y,, C_ H, ,__, ___ 
contradicting the assumption that H intersects q-‘(x) properly. So say q( VI) = W. 
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Then graph cpl v, = graph Q A rr;‘H, thus deg graph & s deg graph q, by 
Bezout. Cl 
4. Curve selection if k = W 
Let VCR”, WCR”, Q : V+ W be given by polynomials fi , . . . , fm E 
wx,,.-9 X,]and t=(tl,..., t,) E W By the Tarski-Seidenberg theorem (p( V) is 
a semialgebraic subset of W (i.e. in the Boolean algebra generated by the open 
subsets (t: f( t) > 0) G W where f is a real polynomial). Here hyperplane sections 
do not work in general, as can be easily visualized in the example of the semialgebraic 
set S = (0~ x, y < 1, x5-y* <x3) in lR* and the point (0,O) E g 
It is clear that t E Q ( V) iff f = Cy= 1(A - ti)* takes arbitrarily small values on V 
The following analogue to Proposition 1 has been inspired by Milnor [la, Sec- 
tion 31. 
Proposition 2. Let V s IR” be a real variety of dimension d, f e W[X, , . . . , Xn] strictly 
positive on V with OE f( V). Then there is a real curve C G V such that 0 E f (C) and 
deg C G (deg V)2”-’ l (si +deg f +4)2d-? 
Proof. It suffices to show 
3real subvariety W, 5 V such that 0 E f ( WI) and 
(1) dim V> 1 + deg W+[(deg V)((n -d)(deg V- l)+degf+4)]2d-‘-dim w’ 
G [(deg V)*(n +deg f +4)]2d-‘-dim w’ 
for then (by induction) we get a chain of subvarieties V = W, 2 W, 2 l l l 2 W, = C 
having degrees bounded according to 
deg Wi s [(deg Wi_,)‘( n + deg f +4)]2dim Wi-‘-‘-dim wi 
s (&g V)2d-“im wi( n + &gcf+4)2d-dim wi-1 (1 s i s k). 
To prove (l), we choose coordinates X,, . . . , X, on R” such that the following 
properties are satisfied: 
(2a) V lies in none of the coordinate hyperplanes, 
(2b) the restrictions on V of each projection onto a d-dimensional coordinate 
plane is dominant. 
We define rational functions fO, . . . , fn on Vbyf0:=fandJ:=(l/gi+1)ffor16i~n 
where gi := X:+ 1. By construction of J 
(3) OEA( W) H OEf( W) for any Wc V. 
Let S,, = (~~88”: r(x) =p’} denote the sphere of radius p, where r(X):= CK, XT. 
Let I(V)=(h,,..., h,). We define for 0 G i s n 
V;: = {x E V: rank(dJ(x), dr(x), dh,(x), . . . , dh,(x)) G n - d + 1) 2 Z( V). 
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Observe that these are algebraic sets, for the differential d& may be equivalently 
replaced by g: l dJ. 
The proof of (1) runs along the subsequent four statements which by (3) clearly 
imply (1): 
(4) OEJ(V;:) for OGiSn, 
(5) 03 for some i, 
(6) 
I(V),deggs(n-d)(deg V-l)+degf+4 
such that V E {g = 0}, 
(7) 
W s V real subvariety, 
WE{g=O}?w 
Seal subvariety W,, 
deg WI s [(deg V)(deg g)]2”-‘-“im w’ 
such that W c W, s K 
(4): This is clear if 0 EJ(S ( V)). If not, we consider the d-dimensional real analytic 
manifold A4 := V\x( V). r has only finitely many critical Jalues on A4 (i.e. values 
r(x) for critical points x E M, i.e. dr(x) = 0 on the tangent space TX,,,,). Thus for 
P 2 PO (some PO), 4 := lb4 n Sp is a real analytic manifold of dimension d - 1 (since 
M has only finitely many connected components, on one of which5 takes arbitrarily 
small values, this component is unbounded (otherwise J and thus f had a zero on 
V), so MP # 0 for p 3 po). In particular dr(x) f 0 on 7’x,M for p 2 pO. Let x’ be a 
minimum of J on the compact set V n Sp = M,u(X(V)nS,). If x’d(V)nS,, 
then X’E V. Else X’E M,,, and x’ is a critical point ofJiMP, thus dJ;-(x’) =0 on Txp,M,, 
and thus X’E Via It is now clear that 0 E_&( Vi), for J(xy) + 0 for a sequence x, E V 
implies J(x:) + 0 where XL is a minimum of AI vr\s,,,y,, . 
(5): Contrary to the assertion we assume V = V. = V, = l l l = Vn and choose a 
smooth point x E V having only nonzero coordinates such that dr(x) # 0 on T,,, 
(use (2a)). Then V0 = V, = . l l = V, implies dJ(x) E span(dr(x), dh,(x), . . . , dh,(x)) 
for Osisn. From df;--(l/gi+I)df=fd(l/gi) (ial) and 
1 1 
d-(x),...,d-(x) =n 
g1 &I > 
it now follows that d = dim V = dim Tx,v G 1, contradicting d > 1. 
(6): Lete,,..., e,, denote the canonical basis of R”. We project V on the csordin- 
ate planes Ej = span( e, , . . . , ed, ej) (d + 1 ~j G n). By (2b) the Zariski closures of 
the images are real hypersurfaces Hj c Ej with deg Hj s deg K The generators hi of 
their ideals I(Hj) = R[X, , . . . , X,, Xi] n I( V) are polynomials with linearly 
independent differentials dhJx) for all x E V with flT__d+l ((a/aX)hj) f 0 (by (2b) 
this product does not vanish everywhere on V). Thus, by our premise V;- s V, 
rank(gT(x) l dA(x), dt(x), d&+,(x), . . . , dha(x)) = n -d +2 
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for almost all x E V, so 
% c {x E V: rank(g:(x) . d&(x), dr(x), d&+,(x), . . . , dhk(x)) G PI - d + 1) 5 K 
Now, choosing a suitable minor and taking into account deg I$ = deg Hj G deg V 
(d + 1 ~j s n) we obtain the asserted g. 
(7): By our premise, V” and the hypersurface H = {x E @“: g(x) =0} intersect 
properly. Let X1 u l l l u Xk = V” n H be the decomposition into irreducible com- 
ponents, each Xy having dimension d - 1. By Bezout’s inequality 
C degX,,c(deg V)(degg)=: A (for short), 
Y 
and WQ= E XI, say. If XI is real, we take WI = (X&. Otherwise we ask whether 
X, = XT; here XT denotes the variety consisting of all coordinatewise complex 
conjugate points of X1. If X1 # Xf, then W” s X1 n Xc; else X, is real defined and 
then W” E x(X,). Thus in both cases, by the lemma below and deg X, = deg X7, W” 
is contained in a proper subvariety Y c XI of degree s(deg X1)2, by Bezout. If Y 
is real, we are done; else we repeat the latter process until we get a real X, 
W” s X s V”, with deg X s Atdim X’-dim x = A2d-‘-dim x. Now take WI = XR. 0 
Lemma. Let V,c k” be an aclpine variety, k algebraically closed. Then there is a 
hypersurface H not containing V of degree sdeg V- 1 such that C( V) c_ V n H. 
Proof. Choose a projection q: k” + E onto a (dim V+ I)-dimensional affine sub- 
space E s k’, which restricts to a finite birational morphism m’: V+ W, onto a 
hypersurface W c E of degree sdeg V. Since 12’ is finite, m’(Z( V)) E Z( W). One 
of tb< tierivatives of the generators of I( W) yields a hypersurface H’S E cutting 
W. Now take H = af’kf’. cl 
5. Local uniformization 
The aim will now be to find local parametrizations of the curves just constructed 
in a point “at infinity” by means of formal Laurent series of bounded pole order. 
For the readers’s convenience we first recall some concepts from algebraic geometry. 
Normalization of projective curves. Let k be an algebraically closed field and 
C c k” an affine curve with affine coordinate ring A(C). The integral closure A(C) 
of A(C) in K(C) is the affine coordinate ring of a normal affine curve e. 2 is a 
smooth curve, and there is a canonical finite birational mapping w : E + C. c together 
with the mapping rr is c&d the normalization of C. If C G iFJ’g is a projective curve 
andP~=U Q is an affine covering of IPi then by gluing together the normalizations 
ei of Ui n C one obtains a projective normal (and thus smooth) curve E and a 
finite birational mapping TJ= : e -3 C, called the normalization of C (for details see 
[ 18, p. 12Of]). Moreover, c is unique up to canonical isomorphisms. 
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If k: = @ and C is a real affine curve, then by the Dubois-Risler Nullstellensatz 
K( Cu) is a formal real field, and hence the integral closure A( CR) of A( CR) is the 
real coordinate ring of a real curve C which is just the normalization of C, as its 
affine coordinate ring A(C) is nothing but the scalar extension @ & A(. 
Similarly, the normalization of a real projective curve is real, which follows from 
the explicit construction of C from its affine parts given in [Ml. 
Loctzlization. Let S be a graded ring and T c S a multiplicative subset consisting 
of homogeneous elements. Then the localization ST has a natural grading given by 
deg(flg) = degf-deg g for homogeneous f~ S and g E T. The subring of ST of 
elements of degree 0 is denoted by StT1. If p G S is a homogeneous prime ideal, a 
standard notation is Sv for ST and S,*, for ST) where T is the set of homogeneous 
elements not in @. Let V be a projective variety, x E V and let 2X, denote the prime 
ideal generated by all homogeneous elements in S(V) vanishing at X. Then 
S( V)tgl,, = O&. If fe S( V) is a homogeneous element, then the subset D+(f) E V 
consisting of all points at which .f does not vanish is (isomorphic to) an affine 
variety, and we have A( D+(f)) = Scfl. Here SC/> is the standard notation for ST) 
where T is the multiplicative system of all powers of J 
Intersection (cf. [9, Chapter I, Section 71). Let V be a projective variety in lF$ 
over an algebraically closed field k defined by a homogeneous ideal I := I+( V) G 
S(Pi), and H a hypersurface in lP$ not containing V defined by a homogeneous 
polynomial f~ S := S(P$). For an irreducible component W of V n H the intersec- 
tion multiplicity i( V, H; W) of V and H along W is defined as the length of the 
S@-module (S/I+(f))%, where @ is the prime ideal in S generated by all 
homogeneous elements vanishing on W. We have the following lemma. 
Lemma. i( V, H; W) = length +$& I(%, + (u), where u = f/g with an arbitrary 
homogeneous g not in )p of the same degree as f: 
Proof. There exists a decreasing sequence of homogeneous ideals S/P + (f) = lo 2 
l l l 2 1, = (0) such that for Osj < r, 4/G+, is isomorphic to (S/ qj)(dj) for some 
homogeneous prime ideal @j and some integer dj (cf. [9, p. 50)). Here (dj) denotes 
a dj-shift of the degree. Hence i( V, H; W) is exactly the number of times ‘$3 occurs 
in the sequence PO, . . . , Fr_l . On the other hand, if Tc, S denotes the set of 
homogeneous elements not in )p, then one checks easily that (S/‘@j)( 4)T = 0 if 
Qj # ‘$3, therefore (S/qj)(dj)cq, - - 0 in this case, and length,,,(S/vj)(dj)tvJ = 1 if 
?#j = ‘@. Now the assertion follows by considering the sequence of S,*,-modules 
Now we consider a projective curve C c_ Pi and its normalization C. Recall that 
C is nonsingular, so for each x E c the local ring oX,e of C in x is a discrete 
valuation ring with residue field k. Thus its completion is isomorphic to the ring of 
formal power series in one variable, 6& = k[ [ E]]. The projection 7~ : C + C induces 
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an embedding of O~(XI,c in s‘,,~, hence in k[[~]], i.e. each function regular in V(X) 
is represented by a formal power series. Hence each rational function f~ k(C) is 
represented by a Laurent series p(f) E k( ( E)). 
Proposition 3. Let IT : c + C be the normalization of a projective curve C c PI over 
an algebraically closed CfieEd S x0 E c, y. = ?p(xo) E C and let J gE S(Pz) be linear 
homogeneous polynomials nonzero on C. Assume f(yO) = 8 and g(yo) # 0. Then f/g 
restricted to C is regular in y. , and for the order of its associated series p( f/g) E Ox,,e = 
k[[s]] the following inequalities are valid: 
ord p(f/g) s i(C, H; yo) s deg C, 
where H is the hyperplane described by-j: Moreover for kc = @, C a real projective curve, 
J g E S(PE) and a real point xoe e, the parameter E can be chosen such that the 
associated series has real coeflcients. 
Proof. There exists a lineal form g’ in S(Pt) such that S(C) is integral over k[f, g’] 
[2l, p. 2003. We first consider the case g = g’. By an integralness argument i follows 
that the hyperplane described by g does not intersect C n N. We set u := f/g, 
A = S( C)(,, and B := integral closure of A in its quotient field. A is the coordinate 
ring of the affine piece D+(g) of C containing Cn H, and B is the one of its 
normalization. Both are integral over k[ u] and have the same quotient field K(C). 
Since A and B are torsion-free finite modules over the principal ideal domain k[ u], 
they are free [ 11, p. 5331, and by passing to quotients one sees that both have the 
same rank d := [K(C) : k(u)]. By definition C n H consists exactly of the points 
lying over the point u = 0. Hence we have a one-to-one correspondence between 
the maximal ideals in A respectively in B over (u) and points of C n W respectively 
K’( C n H). More precisely we have primary decompositions 
&i;,= n b,= n n & 
xmr-‘(CnH) YEC~H xE:rr-‘(y) 
where Qy respectively 6, are primary with respect o 91, respectively m,, the 
maximal ideals belonging to y respectively X. Moreover, BQ, = nxaa-i(yI 6,. Com- 
pleting with respect o (u) c_ k[ u] we get an injection c : A-, 6. Using the Chinese 
Remainder Theorem and the fact that there is an exponent e such that 2)s; G Qy c 92, 
and ,JJZz c d, c 2X, for all X, y, we can rewrite as a product: 
A = lim A/(Au)” 
- 
n 
=5A/(JpnH Q;) =Fy,cn,HS,Q; 
n n 
= n lim A/Qy”= n lim A/!l@y”L- n A, 
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where i giY denotes the completion of A with respect o SZR,,. Analogously 
l3 = n &It, = n n l&. 
xwr-‘(Cd) wCnH xer-‘(y) 
c injects iVIY into nXE*-~tyI fist,, and by the same argument his is the injection of 
the completion of A into the one of B with respect o ZRy. Both are free k[[ u]]- 
modules (as submodules of free modules; cf. [ 11, p. 5321) and-taking the sum of 
the ranks over all y-have the same rank. We have 
rank A w.~ll q = dimk &&&I, - u. 
As local Artinian rings are complete, 
&&%v~~ l u = ~m,.I~iv~, . u. 
Considering a maximal chain A~~,/A~I, l u = ‘2& l l l 2 ‘?I, = (0) of ideals we con- 
clude from %,/%,+I s AgJAW, l %R, z k that 
A 
rankkttU]l Aw,. = lengthA, Y AD&%~~ l u. 
By the lemma the latter is just the intersection multiplicity i( C, H; y). Applying 
BCzout’s theorem we have proved 
d= ,,sn, i(C, H; Y) = deg C. 
Because &t-V = a’,~ = k[[ E]], it follows that 
iankkftU&i.X = dimk &J &l, 9 u 
is exactly the order of the series associated to u in the point X. Since x0 is one point 
among the X’S considered above, we get from the equality of ranks 
deg C 3 i( C, H; y,,) = C dimk &JfiDZ, l u 
XE dY0) 
3 dim &j,Io/&vx 0 * u, 
hence the assertion. 
Now we drop the assumption g = g’ from the beginning, observing that g/g’ is 
a unit in OyO,c, so f/g and f/g’ have in x0 power series of the same order. 
For the second part, we look at the real local ring 6’y0,c, which is a subring of 
0 %& which is isomorphic to R[[ E]] as x0 is a real point of C. Cl 
Corollary. (a) Let k be algebraically closed, C c k” an a@te curve and q : C + km a 
morphism. Let t = ( tl , . . . , t )cD:=q(C). Thenthereexistseriesp,,...,p,,Ek((&)) m 
such that 
(i) ordp,,...,ordp,a-degC, 
(ii) p l,. _. ,p,,satisfy therelationsofc, i.e.foraNfE I(C) wehavef(p,, l . .,p,,)= 
0, 
(iii) Dp,, . . .,pn)Ek[[E]] and J(pl,...,p,,)(E=OI=ti for i=l,...,m, where 
f 19***9 fm are polynomials describing q. 
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(b) lfk = @, C a real curve, Q : C + @” a morphism of real varieties and t E Q( CR) G 
08”, then there xist series p, , . . . , p,, E R((E)) which ave theproperties (i) to (iii) above. 
Proof. In case (a) we can assume that D is not a single point. Then D is an affine 
curve. Let c, D be the projective closures of C in IIPZ respectively of D in Pr. Q 
induces a surjective map 6 from the normalization c of c onto 15 [ 18, p. 921. Let 
_x E c be an inverse image oft. We consider the homogeneous coordinates X0, . . . , X, 
on @ and take as ~~ the series corresponding to X”/Xo E K(c) = K(c) c k( (e)). 
If Xj/Xo is regular at x, then pi has order 30; if not, then Xo/Xj is regular at x 
and I/pi has order sdeg C by Proposition 3. This proves (i) and (ii). But 
f(P i , , . . . , pn) is nothing else than the image of the ith coordinate function of km 
under the map of affine coordinate rings induced by 6 (which is finite) and therefore 
lies in k[[ e]] and has value ti for 8 = 0. This shows (iii). 
In case (b) we start as in (a). As eR is a classically closed subset of some real 
projective space P ;p”, it is compact, so G( CR) is classically closed in (& . So we 
can find a real inverse image x. By the second part of Proposition 3 the series 
PI 9 . . . , pn above have real coefficients. Cl 
6. Proof of tbe Theorem 
(iii) * (ii) * (i): This is clear. 
(i)+iii): We factor the rank decomposition (u,, v,,, w&~+=+&~~ @u,@w, 
where S = (u 0 v0 w} denotes the (affine) Segre variety. If k is algebraically closed, 
we look at $. # is given linearly, so 
h := deg graph # = deg S’ = (deg S)’ = 
(n-t-m+l-3)! 
(n-l)!(m-l)!(l-l)! 
(For the latter equality consider the Hilbert polynomial of the projective Segre 
variety P(S) 
whose affine cone is just S.) For some given t E im $\im # we get, from Proposition 
1 and the corollary to Proposition 3, formal Laurent series spiik E k(( E)), ord(s,& 2 
-h, such that (&,_ s~~,&=~~ = t&k (isn, jsm, ksl). Choose Upi, Up+, WpkEk((E)) 
such that Upi l Vpj l wpk = Spuk, SO 
r 
(8) ( c U . ’ Vpj p=l pr l wpk = ijk t (icn,j<m, ksl). 
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By scaling we may assume w.1.o.g. that mini ord Vpj = mink ord wpk = 0. Multiplying 
in (8) Upi by eh and taking h-jets we get the desired representation. 
In the real closed case we get better bounds using q. If k = R and t E G\im q, 
we consider+ Ci,j,k (UpiVpjWpk - tijk)* on R (n+m+‘)r. We have deg f = 6, and f is strictly 
positive, taking arbitrarily small values, also on open subsets {Upit)pjW~~ # 0: pG r}. 
Thus, by scaling, we may restrict ourselves on an afEne subspace Vc lR(“+m+‘)r of
dimension (n + m + I - 2)r. By Proposition 2 and the corollary to Proposition 3 we 
now conclude the existence of formal Laurent series Upi, Vpj, wpk E lR( ( E)), all having 
order 
satisfying (8). As above, multiplying (8) by E h and taking h-jets we get the desired 
representation. 
The general case of a real closed field k now follows from the transfer-principle 
(e.g. [ 14, p. 5 1, Corollary 5.81). In fact, for fixed n, m, Z, r and h (h as above), we 
may write down a sentence in the language of the elementary theory of real closed 
fields as 
Vt((VS>Oat’: R(?‘)~~A(?&&)*CS for all i,j, k) + &,(f)dr), 
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